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Editorial Note
Dear Readers, as already known Alzheimers Disease is a leading 

progressive disease that is associated with degeneration of brain cells 
and their connection, destroying memory and other important mental 
functions. Since long time we have been fighting this problem, it is quite 
sad that, still there is no cure exists, but medication and management 
strategies may temporarily improve symptoms. To tackle this issue, 
scientific community has started finding newer ways and laying paths, 
showcasing these high end works to each and every citizen present in 
different corners of the world. Being an open access platform, we share 
the information to every enthusiastic reader without any limitations.

Journal of Alzheimers Disease & Parkinsonism (ISSN: 2161-0460) 
intends to connect information gaps isolating conventional fields of 
Alzheimers research. The Journal publishes articles with most elevated 
impact factor & offers Open Access choice to address the issues of 
authors and boost article prominence.

The journal have been with “n” number of scientists, supporting 
their works and their efforts and held an important role of spreading the 
newer information and advancements to scientific community since 10 
years by publishing an issue once in every two months which constitutes 
at-least 45 issues till 2019 an now we have entered our 10th volume and 
successfully released two issues with high quality research papers.

In order to serve the purpose, we do classify the research work in 
to the following types:

• Research
• Review
• Short Review
• Case Report
• Case Studies
• Case Series
• Case Blog
• Commentaries
• Short Commentaries
• Hypothesis
• Thesis etc.,
During the year 2019, all issues of volume 9 were published online 

well within the time. I am pleased to mention, our previous year i.e. 
volume 9 has covered latest and various key topics related to field. 
Few of them include Alzheimer's With Other Conditions; New Tool 
for Understanding Alzheimer's Disease; Alzheimer's: Modifiable Risk 
Factors; Dementia risk factors; Understanding dementia to develop 
treatments; Prevention and treatment of dementia; advances and 
innovation in Dementia, etc.  

As per 2019 google analytics report, it is noted that journal has 
about 19,669 Active Readers from all around the world, out of which 
it counts 14,480 unique readers. The active readers data base contains 
visitors from around the globe and majorly from countries such as, 
USA, UK, France, Japan, India, etc.

Main objective of the journal is to provide latest information on 
current advancements and developments in the stream of Alzheimers 
Disease & Parkinsonism. Such as,

• Neurodegenerative Diseases
• Neuroimaging Techniques, 
• Oxidative Stress-Induced Neuron Toxicity, 
• Reperfusion Injury
• Neurobiology, 
• CNS Tumor Stem Cells, 
• Down Syndrome, 
• Neuropathology, 
• Neurodegenerative Disorders, 
• Oxidative Stress-Alzheimer′s Patients, 
• Stem cell Treatment Parkinson, 
• Parkinsonism Gene Therapy, etc. 
Article published in the Journal will be subjected to Post-

publication promotion using digital marketing and social media 
platforms via Twitter; Facebook; LinkedIn; etc. for better showcase of 
published articles and wide visibility across the globe, introducing 
new information about the recent research works and getting 
talented researchers in to the lime light, which also providing an 
acknowledgement about the ongoing researches, that ultimately 
serving the purpose of academics.

Our reviewer team are experts in every specific topic and render 
their services in delivering the finest information to readers worldwide 
and their suggestions towards the author for each article is highly 
valuable and precious and help the authors to add perfection to their 
works. Also, our strong editorial board act as scrutinizers in this aspect 
by going through each and every comment provided by the reviewer 
before it reaches the author and act as an important barrier in providing 
the finest information towards the reader. 

Considering it as a moment, we the whole crew would like to thank 
each and every Editor and Reviewer for their availability, their efforts 
and their dedication which was put-forth in bringing the journal to 
this stage.
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